"salt green streams"
have your dear, cynical, sometimes tender, often wicked, laughter-
making scrutiny; your style which cuts like an icicle, but ak';igide
that never melts in an afterglow of sentimentality; your pow^to-
startle us into tears, not for a romantic rake, a picturesque rake, a
rake making the supreme sacrifice for love, but (God mows how
you do it) on behalf of a rake as rakes are in real life, worthless,
awful, bogus, futile, frightened. You can create life which is swift
and funny and enchanting, and then cause life to lose its life by
ways of such uncompromising horror that at the shock we could
cry out: "F can never forgive him!" knowing all the while
that not only will we forgive, but be so deeply grateful for such
authorship that while we breathe and read we must come up for
more.
Come up for more 2 Right. We recognize that we must wait
for more than these first two chapters of "Work Suspended",
till the war is over. We cannot force your leisure and we cannot
force your will. The author has no responsibility towards his eager
loving readers, nor towards duty nor immortality nor the prestige
of his country's literature; but an author on the front page of a
published book, speaking formally and gravely in words of several
syllables, an author sincerely and quite rightly not under-estimating
in Chinese fashion—(*flHns unworthy and dishonourable frag-
ment**)—has one responsibility only, to aim at truth. An
echo of our schopldays lurks in the long fluent excuses of your
dedication: "You see, Sir, I thought . . ," No, Waugh Minor,
you did not think. If you had thought, you would have thought
of something better thart to state the work "would be in vain";
And if I have seemed exaggerated in praise of Evelyn Waugh,
the Psalms tell us that "Praise is comely"; though the object
of my eulogy and provoker of my exasperated temper, with his
happy Imftfjr of patbfinding to the right words, might add that
praise is also shy-making, blush-making, hot-making. These
words of his invention not only had the evanescent popularity
which sent them flying all over the town in a moment, but also the
enduring usefulness that causes us to wonder how we could ever
have done without them ? Edward Lear and W* S. Gilbert were
his blood-brothers in this talent, and Lewis Carroll's name leads all
the rest. For pleasure and pride in seeing what a word-maker can
do by effortless joie de vivre, or rather where he can get, I looked
up in the Oxford Dictionary a couple of Lewis Carroll words:
"chorde" and "galumphing". And there they were, complete
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